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GUIDELINES for SPEAKERS

Using the latest version of Microsoft Office (e.g., 2010), presentations should be
prepared in PowerPoint format and saved onto a thumb drive so that they can be
loaded onto a shared laptop.

IMPORTANT REMINDERS TO AUTHORS

The conference is a self-contained exchange of technical experiences and
knowledge. Please respect your fellow attendees by complying with the following:

 Do not prepare handouts for distribution to attendees
 Do not incorporate advertising into any presentation or poster
 Consider the tips below

1. Plan your presentation

a. identify your goals or take-home message
b. make the presentation logical
c. use examples

2. Develop your notes

a. Don't use a script if you can help it
b. Make concise and organized notes of sufficiently large type that they will be

easy for you to read in poor lighting conditions
c. Consider using a three-ring binder for your notes, background material, and

visual aids
d. Indicate on your notes to which slides the notes refer
e. Number the pages of the notes

3. Prepare slides in PowerPoint, copy the presentation on a thumb drive

a. Use large type – minimum 18 point – so that the slides are easily seen
throughout the room

b. Avoid busy slides with too much information; instead use multiple slides to
convey the thought

c. Each slide or view graph must have only one concept, and generally not
more than one equation (not counting a few steps leading to same)

d. It is not appropriate to project whole pages of text from published books or
articles

e. If there are more than 1 slide per minute, you have too many
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f. The PowerPoint presentations are to be delivered to your Session Chair a
minimum of one hour prior to your session

g. Remember, the Session Chair has only 30 minutes before the start of the
session to upload and QC the presentations

4. Rehearse the presentation with your PowerPoint and your notes until you
are comfortable with the presentation

5. Finish on time and plan for questions

a. A good strategy is to prepare and practice for 75% of the allotted time
b. This should leave time for questions
c. Ending late is poor planning

6. More information & tips

a. Morning sessions

 Three hours total
 Four presentations allow a total of 40 to 45 minutes per speaker
 Target your presentation for NO MORE THAN 30 minutes to allow

adequate time for questions and comments

b. Evening sessions

 Two hours and 15 minutes total allowing a total of 30 minutes per
speaker

 Target your presentations for 20 minutes allowing 10 minutes for
Questions & Answers & Comments

 Generally three papers are in the evening session

c. Draft two questions that pertain to your talk and give them to your Session
Chairs

 These “seed” questions may stimulate additional conversation
regarding your topic

d. Some papers may be shorter and some longer.

e. The Session Chair needs to plan the session allowing for each paper


